Q&A
Will it fit my radiator?

Currently BlueproofTM fits standard size
radiators but other sizes will be produced in
the future. In the meantime, it’s possible to get
adaptors from plumbers’ merchants.

Can I fit them?

Yes. Isolate the radiator, remove the existing
vent (or blanking) plug and replace with a
BlueproofTM combined vent plug. Fit, open the
valves and it’s working.

Why should I fit a Blueproof
The BlueproofTM device is being
approved by the world’s leading
certifying authorities: Lloyds and DNV
and will meet all European, Russian and
American standards. It has been
designed to give you and your loved
ones that extra time needed to improve
your chances when a fire occurs. It
requires no maintenance and will
provide constant protection.
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device?

cannot reach easily: such as congested and
overcrowded slums, remote areas in Siberia
to the engine compartment of your car. It’s
made from high-tech plastic so it will not
affect your water supply. It is relatively cheap
to install and gives a level of protection that
has never previously been available.

BlueproofTM is a moulded high-tech plastic
device that doubles as a vent plug. It has an
array of heat detecting areas which, if a fire
breaks out, self-target the heat source, open
and propel the fluid in your radiator directly at
the fire.

Will BlueproofTM work with my central
heating system?

Yes. BlueproofTM works with all central heating
systems that contain fluid
or vapourised fluid, as the heating medium.
Will BlueproofTM fight my fire?
Yes. BlueproofTM will aid in the fighting of a
major fire, reduce the smoke that kills and give
you valuable time to escape.

It will fit into all homes with or without
running water, from the tanks on the
roof and even on cans carried from the
river.
The scope of BlueproofTM is endless:
areas where fire-fighting vehicles

What is BlueproofTM ?

Is it a fire-fighting device?

It has been shown to fight fires but NO it is a
level of protection.

Can I enter a room after a fire?
BlueproofTM has been patented throughout the world.

NO, you wait for or call the fire brigade and
isolate any power if it is safe to do so.

BLURAD LTD
Born out of anger for the six
children who died in the 2012
Derby house fire.
BLUERAD LTD has been formed
with the participation of expert
technical safety and design
engineers drawn from all corners
of the world and with the advice
and support of the fire
departments.
BLUERAD LTD’s aim is to bring to
market a range of innovative fire
protection devices that will add to
the safety of your home, vehicle
or working environment with the
aim of protecting the lives of you,
your children and loved ones all
around the world.
Nothing like the BlueproofTM
product has ever been available.
www.bluerad.co.uk

presents
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BLUEPROOF

BLUEPROOF
your
home
now

BlueproofTM is a revolutionary
active fire safety barrier device
that gives your home a level of
protection against fire that has
never before been available.
It provides a means of releasing
the fluid from your central heating
radiators when fire is detected.
The device has no moving parts
and provides added protection to
you and your family 24/7/365.
BlueproofTM will be available in all
good D.I.Y. stores in 2014 or
pre-order from
www.bluerad.co.uk
BLUERAD LTD
49, WHITTINGHAM LANE,
PRESTON, LANCS. PR3 5DA (GB)
Registered in England 8472653

Sleep easier
knowing you’re safer.
Drive more safely knowing
your vehicle has built-in fire
suppression.
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